
FIR No.0079/2021
PS Crime Branch
U/s 420/188 IPC, 3/7 The Essential Commodities Act and 3 
of Epidemic Diseases Act 
State Vs. Varun Mittal

12.05.2021

In the scenerio of COVID-19 pandemic, matter is taken

up through video  conferencing  hearing  in  compliance of  the

directions of Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and directions of Ld.

District & Sessions Judge, North District, Rohini Courts, Delhi.

Pr: Ld. Substitute APP for State.
Ld. Counsel for the applicant.

Heard. Perused.

This is an application for grant of regular bail u/s 437 Cr.

PC filed on behalf of the applicant/accused Varun Mittal.

During  the  course  of  argument  Ld.counsel  for  the

applicant/accused  submits  that  the  present  application  be

considered for  interim relief  of  90 days in  view of  the latest

judgment  of  Hon'ble  Superme  Court  and  the  advisory  of

Hon'ble High Court of Delhi in the current situation of pandemic

COVID-19.

Considering the totality of facts and circumstance of the

case as well as without commenting on the merits of the case

and keeping in view the observations of the Hon'ble Apex Court

in  suo moto WPC no. 1/2021 and the advisory of High Power

Committee of Hon'ble High Court of Delhi dated 04.05.21, the

accused is admitted to interim bail for 90 days from today upon



furnishing of personal bond in sum of Rs.15,000/- along with

one surety in the like amount with the following conditions:

1. The accused shall  join  the investigations as and when

required by the IO.

2. The  accused  shall  provide  his  mobile  number  to  the

concerned IO/SHO on which accused may be  contacted,

if  required or necessary.  Accused shall  ensure that the

said number shall be kept active and switched on all the

times. 

3. That accused shall not indulge into similar offence or any

other offence in the event of release on interim bail.

4. That accused shall not tamper with the evidences in any

manner.

5. That in case of change of residential address, accused

shall intimate the court about the same, and

6. That  accused  will  surrender  before  the  authorities

concerned after  the expiry of  90 days from the day of

release.

Copy of the order be given dasti as prayed for.

(SATVIR SINGH LAMBA)
CMM (North District)

Rohini Court/12.05.2021



FIR No. 54/2013
PS EOW
U/s 419/420/467/468/471/120B/174A IPC
State Vs. Suresh Sharma @ Dinesh Sharma & Ors.

12.05.2021

In the scenerio of COVID-19 pandemic, matter is taken

up through video  conferencing  hearing  in  compliance of  the

directions of Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and directions of Ld.

Principal  District  &  Sessions  Judge,  North  District,  Rohini

Courts, Delhi.

Fresh  supplementary  chargesheet  filed.  It  be  checked

and registered.

Pr: Dr. Sharwan Kumar Bishnoi, Ld. APP for State.
IO through VC.
Accused Suresh Sharma @ Dinesh Sharma is stated to 
be in JC
Accused Sushma is stated to be PO.

Main chargesheet  has already been filed  and fixed for

25.05.2021.  Charge  has  already  been  framed  in  the  main

chargesheet. 

Supplementary charge sheet  perused.  The material  on

record prima facie is sufficient to take cognizance against the

accused for  alleged offence.  Accordingly,  cognizance for  the

offences  mentioned in  the  chargesheet  is  taken  against  the

accused. 

Let P/Ws be issued against the accused Suresh Sharma

@ Dinesh Sharma for 25.05.2021.



IO is directed to supply the copies of the chargesheet to

the  accused  Suresh  Sharma  @  Dinesh  Sharma  in  JC,

perferably  through  electronic  mode.  Jail  Superintendent  is

directed  to  produce the  accused  Suresh  Sharma @ Dinesh

Sharma through VC on court Webex ID no. 1763312235.

Copy of the order be given dasti to IO.

(SATVIR SINGH LAMBA)
CMM (North District)

Rohini Court/12.05.2021



FIR No.446/2016
PS Alipur
U/s 430/406/506/468/34 IPC
State Vs. Raj Kumar Sharma

12.05.2021

In the scenerio of COVID-19 pandemic, matter is taken

up through video  conferencing  hearing  in  compliance of  the

directions of Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and directions of Ld.

Principal  District  &  Sessions  Judge,  North  District,  Rohini

Courts, Delhi.

Pr: Dr. Sharwan Kumar Bishnoi, Ld. APP for State.
Ld. Counsel for the applicant

Heard. Perused. 

This  is  a  bail  bond  filed  on  behalf  of  the  accused  Raj

Kumar Sharma.

As per  report  of  IO,  FIR number  mentioned in  the  bail

bond is incorrect,  as there is no accused in the name of Raj

Kumar Sharma in the FIR No.446/2016. 

Perusal  of  order  passed  by  Ld.  Sessions  Court,  it  has

revealed  that  in  the  said  order  also  FIR  number  has  been

mentioned as FIR No. 446/2016.

At  this  stage,  Ld.  Counsel  for  the  applicant/accused

submits  that  he  will  file  the  application  before  Ld.  Sessions

Court  for  the  correction  of  FIR  number  in  the  order  dated

11.05.2021 passed by Ld. Session Court and thereafter, he will

file fresh bail bond.



 

Keeping in view the same, present bail bond is rejected.

However,  liberty  is  given  to  the  applicant  to  file  fresh

vakalatnama after correction of FIR number, as per rules.

Copy of the order be given dasti, as prayed for.

(SATVIR SINGH LAMBA)
CMM (North District)

Rohini Court/12.05.2021



FIR No.0087/2021
PS Alipur
U/s 381 IPC
State Vs. Ashutosh
Vehicle no. DL1MA4002

12.05.2021
In the scenerio of COVID-19 pandemic, matter is taken

up through video  conferencing  hearing  in  compliance of  the

directions of Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and directions of Ld.

Principal  District  &  Sessions  Judge,  North  District,  Rohini

Courts, Delhi.

Pr: Dr. Sharwan Kumar Bishnoi, Ld. APP for State.
Ld. Counsel for applicant 

Heard. Perused.

This  is  an  application  for  release  of  case  property  i.e.

vehicle  bearing  no.DL1MA4002 moved  by  the  applicant

Ashutosh @ Ashu.

Perusal of record reveals that the applicant is neither the

registered owner of the vehicle in question nor he has filed any

authority on behalf of the registered owner.

Therefore, considering the same, present application on

behalf  of  applicant  is  not  maintainable.  Hence,  the  present

application is dismissed. However, lawful owner is at liberty to

move fresh application, as per rules. 

Copy of the order be given dasti, as prayed for. 

(SATVIR SINGH LAMBA)
CMM (North District)

Rohini Court/12.05.2021



FIR No.0087/2021
PS Alipur
U/s 381 IPC
State Vs. Ashutosh

12.05.2021

In the scenerio of COVID-19 pandemic, matter is taken

up through video  conferencing  hearing  in  compliance of  the

directions of Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and directions of Ld.

Principal  District  &  Sessions  Judge,  North  District,  Rohini

Courts, Delhi.

Pr: Dr. Sharwan Kumar Bishnoi, Ld. APP for State.
Ld. Counsel for the applicant.

Heard. Perused the reply filed by the IO.

This is an application for release of jamatalashi articles

filed on behalf of the accused Ashutosh.

It  is  stated  in  the  reply  that  IO  does  not  have  any

objection  for  the  release  of  the  Jamatalashi  articles  of  the

applcant. Accordingly, IO is directed to release the articles as

per the Personal Search memo, as per rules.

Application stands disposed of accordingly. 

Copy of the order be given dasti, as prayed for.

(SATVIR SINGH LAMBA)
CMM (North District)

Rohini Court/12.05.2021



FIR No.181/2020
PS Crime Branch
U/s 25 Arms Act
State Vs. Rahim Sheikh @ Rahimu @ Salim 

12.05.2021

In the scenerio of COVID-19 pandemic, matter is taken

up through video  conferencing  hearing  in  compliance of  the

directions of Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and directions of Ld.

Principal  District  &  Sessions  Judge,  North  District,  Rohini

Courts, Delhi.

Pr: Dr. Sharwan Kumar Bishnoi, Ld. APP for State.
IO HC Mintu Yadav through VC

Heard. Perused. 

This is an application for the issuance of proceedings u/s

83 Cr. P.C.

Perusal of the record reveals that the property details of

the accused are not mentioned in the present application. Upon

asking of the court specifically regarding this, it is intimated that

accused is not having any movable or immovable property in his

name.  Hence,  considering  the  facts  of  the  case  and  in  the

absence  of  any  disclosure  of  any  movable  or  immovable

property  in  the  name  of  accused,  the  present  application  is

infructuous and is not maintainable.

At this stage, IO seeks permission to withdraw the present

application with liberty to file fresh application, as per rules.



Keeping in  view the submissions,  present  application  is

dismissed as withdrawn. However, liberty is given to the IO to

file fresh application, as per rules.

Copy of the order be given dasti to the IO.

(SATVIR SINGH LAMBA)
CMM (North District)

Rohini Court/12.05.2021


